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- Deep subduction of the Arabian margin occurred similarly to other small HP bodies, followed by two-stage (rapid then slow) exhumation
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ABSTRACT

Studies of the high-pressure (HP) As Sifah eclogites in the NE Saih Hatat window, Oman, have used different combinations of radiometric dating results (Ar/Ar, Sm-Nd vs. U-Pb, Rb-Sr) to interpret disparate tectonic models for the timing, geometry, and cause of continental subduction – including its relationship to the Samail Ophiolite. To determine the timing of continental subduction, we coupled petrochronological analyses of major (garnet) and accessory phases (zircon, rutile) from the highest-grade metamorphic rocks (As Sifah eclogites) in the Saih Hatat. Early Permian (283.8±0.7 Ma) tuffaceous zircon cores are consistent with earlier interpretations that the As Sifah rocks were sourced from a distal portion of the Arabian continental margin. Data from a range of bulk compositions and metamorphic assemblages consistently suggest a single metamorphic event, with garnet growth from ~81–77 Ma – though with slight, consistent offsets in the timing of metamorphic (re)crystallization between different lithologies. These new data confirm previous interpretations for continental HP metamorphism in a single NE-dipping subduction zone beneath the obducted Samail Ophiolite; there is no robust evidence for a ~110 Ma event or for SW-dipping subduction beneath the Arabian plate. Combined with other constraints, our data suggest that the As Sifah unit was subducted at rates similar to other small continental HP bodies, followed by two stages of cooling and exhumation – likely associated with the dragging to mantle depths by a mafic root, an initial phase of rapid exhumation from mantle depths, and a lengthy residence (≤40 My) in the lower to middle crust.

PLAIN TEXT SUMMARY

The subduction of continental material to mantle depths is of interest because i) it is associated with the recycling of surface material to the deep mantle and ii) these types of rocks have been exhumed to the Earth’s surface almost exclusively since <1.0 Ga. The Saih Hatat window, Oman, is a unique expression of this process where buoyant continental rocks were apparently subducted and exhumed beneath a denser ophiolite (slice of oceanic crust and mantle). However, the timing and geometry of this process has been controversial. We measured isotopic dates and trace elements from several different minerals in a suite of
representative samples from the the highest-grade, eclogite-facies metamorphic rocks in the Saih Hatat, and found that each gave the same range of dates (~81–77 Ma). There are small variations due to changes in bulk composition, but the data firmly suggest a single subduction metamorphism episode. These results require the subduction of the Arabian continental margin after the obduction of the Samail Ophiolite, and suggest that the most deeply subducted, most outboard continental margin rocks were anchored to a dense mafic root before detaching, exhuming (first quickly, then more slowly), and eventually becoming exposed in tectonic windows through the ophiolite.

1 INTRODUCTION

High to ultra-high pressure (HP-UHP) continental subduction is a well-documented process that appears to be a hallmark of plate tectonics at least since the Neoproterozoic. Exposed examples of continental subduction beneath continental upper plates show consistent trends in their rates of subduction and exhumation from the mantle, primarily based on their size, orogenic stage, and bulk composition [Kylander-Clark et al., 2012; Young and Kylander-Clark, 2015]. In contrast, continental subduction beneath oceanic crust is rare, and is typically observed in association with recent (<100 Ma) ophiolite obduction, including in New Caledonia and Oman [e.g., Agard and Vitale-Brovarone, 2013]. This style of continental subduction occurs under some of the coldest modern metamorphic geotherms [Agard and Vitale-Brovarone, 2013; Vitale Brovarone and Agard, 2013; Agard et al., 2018], contrasting with the ultra-high metamorphic temperatures ($T$=800–900°C) attained during sole metamorphism at the base of ophiolites that now structurally overlie these HP rocks [Hacker and Mosenfelder, 1996; Searle and Cox, 2002; Dewey and Casey, 2013; Cowan et al., 2014; Agard et al., 2016; Soret et al., 2017].

The northern part of the Saih Hatat window of NE Oman (Figure 1) is the best-exposed example of this type of HP continental orogen, but the sequence of tectonic events leading to continental subduction is controversial. Contrasting geochronology on the structurally lowest, highest-grade metamorphic rocks in the Saih Hatat, at As Sifah beach [$P$>2.0 GPa, $T$>530°C: Searle et al., 1994; Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013], has led to two entirely different interpretations for the
timing and geometry of subduction. Based on Ar/Ar mica dates and Sm-Nd garnet-WR isochron dates [Montigny et al., 1988; El-Shazly and Lanphere, 1992; Miller et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b; Goscombe et al., 2020] as well as structural arguments [Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b], one model suggests that the deeply subducted As Sifah rocks are polymetamorphic, with a prograde metamorphic episode around ~130–110 Ma, and exhumation-related metamorphism at ~80 Ma. This model has also been suggested in the context of continental subduction to the SW, i.e., toward the Arabian margin [e.g., Gregory et al., 1998; Gray and Gregory, 2000; Goscombe et al., 2020]. A separate set of studies, based on U-Pb zircon and Rb-Sr isochron dating [El-Shazly et al., 2001; Warren et al., 2003; Searle et al., 2004; Warren et al., 2005] but also supported by structural, metamorphic, and stratigraphic studies [Goffé et al., 1988; El-Shazly et al., 1990; Searle et al., 1994; Searle and Cox, 1999; 2002; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007], suggests a single metamorphic episode for the As Sifah rocks at ~80 Ma during subduction to the NE, away from the Arabian margin. Because this episode would immediately postdate and match the polarity of subduction beneath the Samail Ophiolite [Searle et al., 2004; Searle, 2007; Cowan et al., 2014; Rioux et al., 2016], this interpretation suggests that continental subduction arose as the last part of the same process driving ophiolite formation and obduction [a case numerically modeled by Duretz et al., 2016]. In this case, all older Ar/Ar and Sm-Nd dates must be erroneous. This is not particularly controversial for the Ar/Ar dates, because extraneous Ar has been repeatedly shown to be a problem in HP metamorphic rocks in general and the As Sifah eclogites in particular [El-Shazly et al., 2001; Warren et al., 2011; Smye et al., 2013]. Likewise, Sm-Nd dates can be affected by LREE-rich inclusions in garnet [e.g., Scherer et al., 2000], and the accuracy of the As Sifah Sm-Nd dates have been questioned by other authors [e.g., Warren et al., 2005].

There is little dispute that the uppermost, low-grade blueschist-facies continental nappes in the Saih Hata\t region preserve only a single-stage metamorphic history related to ophiolite obduction onto the margin at ~80 Ma [e.g., El-Shazly and Lanphere, 1992]. Additionally, different authors have used the same structural and metamorphic observations from the deeper, high-grade portions of the Saih Hata\t
window in support of either a single-stage [El-Shazly et al., 1990; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007] or polymetamorphic history [Miller et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b; Goscombe et al., 2020]. For example, proponents of the ~130–110 Ma subduction model have cited polyphase shear-sense indicators and outcrop- to regional-scale asymmetric folds, as well as variable garnet inclusion textures, as evidence for two distinct tectonics events separated by 10s of My [Gray et al., 2004a, 2004b]. In contrast, proponents of the younger ~80 Ma subduction model argue that these different folding and shearing episodes could have been attained in different structural stages of the same tectonic event (i.e., subduction and exhumation) [e.g., Searle et al., 2004]. The controversy thus hinges entirely on the timing and duration of metamorphism in the lowermost rocks, particularly how Sm-Nd and U-Pb dates relate to growth of rock-forming metamorphic phases. Therefore, to understand the timing of metamorphism in the most deeply subducted rocks in the Saih Hatat, we performed new high-resolution garnet, zircon, and rutile isotopic (Sm-Nd, U-Pb) and trace-element measurements on the As Sifah eclogites. These data provide robust new constraints on the timing of subduction metamorphism and the protolith character of the subducted rocks; they also provide a unique comparison between the metamorphic, isotopic, and geochemical records in different endmember bulk compositions during the same event. We conclude by comparing our data to other (U)HP orogens globally to understand the unique tectonic character of continental subduction beneath ophiolites.

2 GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND

The Saih Hatat window (NE Oman) records the partial subduction and exhumation of the Arabian continental margin [Lippard, 1983; Michard, 1983; Le Metour et al., 1986; Goffé et al., 1988; El-Shazly et al., 1990; El-Shazly and Coleman, 1990; Le Métour et al., 1990; Michard et al., 1991; El-Shazly and Lanphere, 1992; Michard et al., 1994; Searle et al., 1994; Gregory et al., 1998; Jolivet et al., 1998; El-Shazly et al., 2001; Warren et al., 2003; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b; Searle et al., 2004; Warren et al., 2005; Searle, 2007; Warren and Miller, 2007; Yamato et al., 2007; Agard et al., 2010; Duretz et al., 2016]. This record is expressed as a domed series of stacked, metamorphosed (high-P/low-
T), fault- or shear-zone-bounded units exposed in a structural window through the obducted Samail Ophiolite (Fig. 1a). The stratigraphy of most of the Saih Hatat, including that of the Hulw and As Sifah windows (below), is correlative to the Precambrian to Cretaceous continental margin sequence exposed elsewhere in the Oman Mountains including the Jebel Akhdar window to the west [e.g., Glennie et al., 1973; Mann and Hanna, 1990; Chauvet et al., 2009], permitting detailed structural reconstructions [Miller et al., 2002; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007]. The rocks are multiply deformed, but the primary penetrative structural features are top-to-the-NNE fabrics related to exhumation of footwall rocks to the southwest [Searle et al., 1994, 2004; Agard et al., 2010], which is associated with the timing of peak to retrograde metamorphism [El-Shazly et al., 1990; El-Shazly et al., 1997; Warren et al., 2003].

The most deeply subducted rocks in the Saih Hatat (Fig. 1b) occur in two exposures beneath a major shear zone that has been termed the Upper Plate-Lower Plate (UP-LP) discontinuity [Gregory et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2002] or the Hulw Detachment [Searle et al., 2004; 2005], although similar P-T conditions from multi-equilibrium thermobarometry above and below the structure suggest that this shear zone is probably not a lithosphere-scale feature [Searle et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2005b; Searle et al., 2005; Yamato et al., 2007; Agard et al., 2010]. In the westernmost exposure (Hulw Window), the UP-LP discontinuity separates rocks that show similar peak metamorphic P above and below the detachment (~1.0 GPa) and little variation in T, either across the discontinuity or within the window itself [Yamato et al., 2007; Agard et al., 2010; although see El-Shazly, 2001 for a consideration of lower peak metamorphic P for rocks in the Hulw Window (~6.5–8.5 kbar)]. However, there is a major increase in deformation intensity toward the shear zone in the upper plate [Miller et al., 2002]. The easternmost As Sifah Window exhibits a stratigraphic sequence matching the Hulw Window (Fig. 1b, inset) [Miller et al., 2002; Warren and Miller, 2007], but with significantly higher peak metamorphic pressures and temperatures (P≥2.0 GPa, T=550–600°C) [Searle et al., 1994; Warren and Waters, 2006; Yamato et al., 2007; Massonne et al., 2013]. Unlike the Hulw Window, the As Sifah Window shows an apparent increase in metamorphic grade to the NNE [Searle et al., 2004; Yamato et al., 2007], although this may also reflect different extents of retrogression [Warren and Waters, 2006]. Highly attenuated...
isoclinal folds in both windows are cut by the UP-LP discontinuity, suggesting that the As Sifah rocks were exhumed to the same depth as the Hulw Window prior to mostly lateral motion along the shear zone [Miller et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2004b; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007].

The structurally lowest, highest-grade metamorphic rocks in the Saih Hatat are exposed in metavolcanic lenses along the coast ~1–2 km north of the village of As Sifah (Fig. 1b). The lithologic horizon in which the highest-grade assemblages occur is recognizable and traceable through the entirety of the Hulw and As Sifah Windows [units Lvm and Lvf on Fig. 1b: Miller et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2005a; Warren and Miller, 2007; Chauvet et al., 2009], but they only contain eclogite-facies assemblages within a few km of coast [Searle et al., 1994; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Waters, 2006]. A SHRIMP U-Pb zircon date from a felsic metatuff at As Sifah suggested that this horizon represents late Carboniferous (~298 Ma) volcanic flows and tuffs associated with the breakup of Pangaea [Gray et al., 2005a], which is slightly older than the timing of extension recorded elsewhere in Oman [Angiolini et al., 2003]. Still, this date fits within other “lower-plate” stratigraphic constraints: quartz-mica schists underlying the boudins have been correlated with the Ordovician Amdeh Formation, whereas calc-schists above (but still within the As Sifah window) may represent the Permian Saiq Formation [Miller et al., 2002; Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007], suggesting that the As Sifah beach exposure represents an outboard subducted remnant of the pre-Permian unconformity observed throughout NE Oman. Most workers thus conclude that the As Sifah and Hulw Windows reflect a more distal, deeper-water, and more siliciclastic part of the same Arabian margin sequence exposed in stratigraphically correlative, structurally higher, but lower-grade units [Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007; Chauvet et al., 2009], while others have suggested they are the remnants of an outboard microplate [Gray and Gregory, 2000; Gray et al., 2004b; Gray et al., 2005a].

Our sampling location (As Sifah beach; see Fig. 1b) is described in detail elsewhere, including Searle et al. [2004, their Fig. 7] and Gray et al. [2004b, their Fig. 7]. The outcrop is a lens of foliated to granoblastic mafic garnet blueschists and eclogites, with less-common (but still eclogite-facies) schistose felsic layers; this mafic lens is enclosed by metacarbonates and calcschists, and crosscut by quartz-
carbonate-hematite veins [El-Shazly et al., 1990; Searle et al., 1994; El-Shazly et al., 1997; El-Shazly, 2001; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b; Searle et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2005a; Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013]. Several lines of evidence, including garnet-clinopyroxene-phengite thermobarometry [Searle et al., 1994], P-T pseudosections with solution models amended to account for the presence of significant Fe\(^{3+}\) [Warren and Waters, 2006], Si-in-phengite barometry [Massonne et al., 2013], and the presence of radial cracks around quartz inclusions in garnet [Wendt et al., 1993] suggest peak P-T conditions of ~2.0–2.5 GPa and ~550°C. In contrast, El-Shazly [2001] used several well-characterized thermobarometers coupled to phase relations, end-member petrogenetic grids, and comparisons to other well-studied high-P metamorphic terranes to argue for significantly lower pressures in the As Sifah eclogites (<1.6 GPa). El-Shazly [2001] further noted that phengite was not in equilibrium with the peak garnet-clinopyroxene assemblage in the mafic rocks, and argued that the absence of high-P phases in interleaved felsic assemblages was inconsistent with any of the As Sifah rocks reaching the higher pressures determined in other studies. However, Warren and Waters [2006] argued that albite-magnetite aggregates in these felsic rocks represent pseudomorphs after clinopyroxene, and similar felsic rocks studied here (section 3, below) contain garnet, rutile, and Si-rich phengite in the peak assemblage [Massonne et al., 2013] – all of which are consistent with the higher P estimates. All rocks reached peak conditions along clockwise P-T paths and relatively cold geotherms [El-Shazly et al., 1990; El-Shazly and Coleman, 1990] that are variably recorded by different bulk compositions [El-Shazly et al., 1997]. Some rocks contain relict prograde minerals as inclusions in garnet cores (including lawsonite pseudomorphs and chloritoid), whereas other rocks contain garnets with only peak to early retrograde metamorphic phases like rutile, phengite, blue amphibole, and omphacite-, aegirine-, and/or jadeite-rich pyroxene [El-Shazly and Liou, 1991; El-Shazly et al., 1997; El-Shazly, 2001; Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b; Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013]. Most mafic rocks, particularly those that suffered fluid ingress [El-Shazly et al., 1997], have been affected by a late retrograde overprint to an epidote-albite-green amphibole-chlorite assemblage, suggesting slight heating during retrogression [e.g., El-Shazly et al., 1990; Gray et al., 2004b; Massonne et al., 2013]. There is no existing mineralogical or garnet
chemical zoning evidence for distinct metamorphic stages, nor for a pause between different garnet growth episodes [e.g., Warren and Waters, 2006].

As noted above, there is a long and controversial history of geochronology from the As Sifah rocks (Fig. 2). On the basis of K-Ar white mica ages spanning ~130–80 Ma in the Hulw and As Sifah windows, as well as $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar step heating experiments, Montigny et al. [1988] reasoned that the HP metamorphic history of As Sifah could have involved i) two distinct metamorphic events, one at ~130–110 Ma and the other at ~80 Ma, or ii) a single metamorphic episode at ~80 Ma, with older dates resulting from extraneous Ar. A similar conclusion (distinct ~110 and 80 Ma HP metamorphic episodes) was reached by El-Shazly and Lanphere [1992] based on additional $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar data; however, subsequent Rb-Sr isochron dating led the same group to interpret that all older $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dates result from extraneous Ar and all metamorphism occurred solely at ~80 Ma [El-Shazly et al., 2001]. This contention was subsequently strengthened by TIMS U-Pb zircon and rutile ages of ~79–78 Ma [Warren et al., 2003; Warren et al., 2005], each of which occurs as inclusions in the major rock-forming phases – suggesting peak metamorphism at that time.

In contrast, Gray et al. [2004a] dated eclogite-facies assemblages in the As Sifah Window to 110±9 Ma and 109±13 Ma using Sm-Nd garnet-whole rock (WR) isochrons, and suggested that these represented the timing of peak HP metamorphism; a younger SHRIMP U-Pb zircon date at ~82 Ma (as well as earlier U-Pb and Rb-Sr dates, and a secondary Sm-Nd isochron date) were suggested to record exhumation. Further $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dating of different generations of white micas [Miller et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2004b] in combination with detailed structural mapping [Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2002] were used to suggest that As Sifah underwent prograde southward subduction at ~120–110 Ma and retrograde exhumation at ~80 Ma [Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999; Miller et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2004b].

High-precision laser $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dating of individual micas has since shown that extraneous Ar is significant in almost all As Sifah white micas, particularly in mafic rocks [Warren et al., 2011; Smye et al., 2013], firmly indicating that only the youngest published Ar/Ar dates (~80 Ma) are geologically meaningful.
Still, the ~110 Ma Sm-Nd garnet dates from Gray et al. [2004a] continue to be cited in favor of continent-ward subduction during the Early Cretaceous [e.g., Goscombe et al., 2020].

3 SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

To understand the timing of (U)HP metamorphism, as well as the pre- and syn- metamorphic history of rock protoliths, we sampled several different eclogite-facies rocks that reflect the textural/chemical diversity and range of metamorphic histories recorded at As Sifah. The descriptions below are focused on samples dated by the Sm-Nd method, with subordinate descriptions for those without garnet dates. The approximate (visually estimated) modal mineralogy for each sample is shown in Table 1, and thin-section scans of each sample can be found online at doi:10.17605/OSF.IO/CZG3P.

Sample CWO237 (23°27’30”N, 58°46’48”E) is a banded, foliated mafic eclogite, with layering defined by garnet-rich layers (1-2 mm diameter grains) with coarse-grained phengite, clinopyroxene, blue amphibole, epidote, rutile, and hematite/ilmenite, alternating with garnet-absent, finer-grained layers of the same phases. Garnet, clinopyroxene, and rutile are the texturally oldest phases in the sample: garnet grains are littered with fine inclusions of clinopyroxene and larger grains of rutile + opaques, with no gradation in inclusion assemblage from core to rim (Fig. 3a-b). Garnet grains (and mm-scale clinopyroxene aggregates) are locally replaced by ~100–200 μm thick rims and filled cracks with an assemblage of phengite, optically zoned blue amphibole, and epidote; the outline of these rims locally pseudomorphs the partially resorbed garnet grains (Fig. 3c). Both coarse and fine-grained layers contain abundant texturally late epidote that overprints most other phases in the sample. All phases are locally overprinted by chlorite ± green amphibole, especially along garnet rims and cracks. Rare mm-scale carbonate clots (with biotite, green amphibole, and titanite-rimmed rutile) are distributed throughout the sample (Fig. 3d).

Sample 9125M04 (23°27’30”N, 58°46’46”E) is a granoblastic mafic eclogite that is significantly coarser-grained than CWO237 (garnet and blue amphibole grains up ~0.5 cm in diameter), and contains quartz in the peak assemblage. Garnets in this sample exhibit darker pink cores in plane-polarized light.
that contain rare chloritoid and epidote but abundant quartz and opaque inclusions, grading to lighter pink rims with similar fine-grained clinopyroxene and rutile inclusions as in foliated eclogite CWO237 (Fig. 3e). Garnet cores display an internal schistosity (defined primarily by opaques) that is typically at an angle to the external compositional foliation (Fig. 3e). Blue amphiboles display striking optical zoning and contain numerous rutile inclusions (Fig. 3f). This sample is significantly less retrogressed than CWO237, with chlorite and green amphibole limited to cracks in garnet; other phases were mostly unaffected.

Because we did not find zircon in either CWO237 or 9125M04, we analyzed zircon and rutile in an additional foliated mafic eclogite (CWO21; 23°27′30″N, 58°46′48″E) as well as rutile in another foliated (9125M02; 23°27′32″N, 58°46′48″E) and granoblastic eclogite (CWO23; 23°27′30″N, 58°46′48″E). CWO21 and CWO23 have been described and dated by ID-TIMS U-Pb zircon and rutile techniques elsewhere [Warren et al., 2003; Warren et al., 2005]. These other eclogite samples contain similar peak assemblages and textures as CWO237 and 9125M04, albeit with slightly different mineral compositions and proportions (Table 1); among all eclogite samples, CWO21, 9125M04, and CWO23 contain quartz (in order of increasing quartz mode) whereas CWO237 and 9125M02 do not. Where present, zircon and rutile in all samples are found as inclusions in all major phases, including within the texturally oldest garnet-clinopyroxene assemblages [see also Warren et al., 2003, their Fig. 2].

Sample 131219J02 (23°27′13″N, 58°46′47″E) is a quartz-phengite-garnet-hematite-rutile-ilmenite felsic schist (originally classified as tuffaceous by Le Metour et al. [1986], and henceforth referred to as a “metafelsite”) taken from a decameter-scale horizon at outcrop. This sample is broadly similar to the one studied by Massonne et al. [2013] but contains no peak metamorphic ferromagnesian silicates other than garnet. 1-2 mm sized garnet grains contain inclusions of quartz, rutile, hematite, ilmenite, and sulfide minerals, and are highly retrogressed along chlorite and phengite-filled fractures that are texturally discordant to the phengite-defined foliation (Fig. 3g). The sample contains abundant accessory apatite, rutile, and zircon; apatite occurs as 0.5–1.0 mm matrix grains, whereas <200 μm-long rutile and zircon grains are dominantly found as inclusions in phengite and quartz (Fig. 3h) and only
rarely in garnet. The sample also contains a scarce, texturally late, birefringent phase that is locally present along quartz grain boundaries that was not chemically analyzed but is most likely barite [Massonne et al., 2013].

4 METHODS
Method details are documented in Text S1 in the supporting information and are briefly outlined here. Garnet X-ray maps and major-element quantitative analyses were obtained by electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) at the University of California, Santa Barbara (Fig. S1, Table S1). Laser-ablation inductively-coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) trace-element measurements in garnet were also done at UCSB to supplement the interpretation of garnet geochronology (Table S2). Sm-Nd garnet-WR dating (Table 2) was performed on bulk garnet, whole-rock, and glaucophane aliquots from three samples by isotope-dilution mass spectrometry at the Washington State University Radiogenic Isotope and Geochronology Laboratory (RIGL) using the methods outlined in Johnston et al. [2018]. Zircons were imaged by cathodoluminescence (CL) using an FEI Quanta 400f field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) at UCSB. Laser-ablation split-stream zircon U-Pb and trace-element depth profiling (Table S3) and spot analyses (Table S4), as well as rutile U-Pb and trace-element spot analyses (Table S5), were performed at UCSB following the methods of Kylander-Clark et al. [2013]. All U-Pb dates in the results section are reported with ±2σ internal uncertainties, but are displayed in Fig. 9 with both ±2σ internal and ±2σ external uncertainties.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Garnet EPMA maps, major-element transects, and trace-element data
Garnet grains from all samples exhibit smooth, continuous core-to-rim Mg, Mn, and Fe zoning (Fig. 4, top) with some diffusive Mg-rich haloes around inclusions (particularly in granoblastic eclogite 9125M04). Ca zoning is sharper and more complex in all garnets (Fig. S1), and typically outlines earlier euhedral to subhedral cores. Garnets in all samples are dominated by almandine (~2.0-2.5 Fe apfu) and
display similar, long-wavelength, oscillatory Fe profiles (Fig. 4). Despite the differences between garnet inclusion assemblages in the granoblastic eclogite (91250M04) vs. the foliated eclogite (CWO237), these samples exhibit broadly similar major-element zoning profiles. Garnet zoning in metafelsite 131219J02 is unremarkable other than the presence of thin, high-Ca rims (Fig. 4).

The LA-ICPMS trace-element profiles are more complex and unique to each sample. Sm and Lu profiles are shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 to demonstrate the relative behaviors of L-MREE and HREE, respectively, with the full REE patterns shown in the inset CI-normalized plots. Foliated eclogite CWO237 exhibits MREE decreases from garnet cores to rims while HREE concentrations remain more consistent, although all REE concentrations are uniformly low (<2 ppm). Garnet grains in granoblastic eclogite 9125M04 show smoothly decreasing HREE and increasing L-MREE from core to rim, evocative of Rayleigh fractionation patterns described for trace-element uptake under similar (eclogite-facies) metamorphic conditions [Lapen et al., 2003]. Metafelsite 131219J02 exhibits the most complex zoning, with HREE-poor garnet cores grading to HREE-rich, LREE-poor annuli, while the thin, calcic rims exhibit significant enrichments in all REE. To understand the significance of the Sm-Nd dates relative to garnet growth histories for each sample, we calculated the distribution of Sm along several core-to-rim garnet transects (Fig. 5). Data for sample CWO237 were pooled into a single profile due to the small garnet grain size and number of data. These distributions show that granoblastic eclogite 9124M04 has the most “rim-biased” Sm concentrations, whereas the other samples contain a greater proportion of Sm in their cores; still, all analyzed garnets contain a majority of their Sm in the outer 20-30% garnet radius, while at most 25% of the total Sm is contained in garnet cores. Therefore, Sm-Nd isochron dates are likely to be averages, albeit biased toward later increments of garnet growth in each sample.

We also performed LA-ICPMS trace-element transects in garnet from foliated mafic eclogite CWO21 (Fig. S2) to compare with the zircon U-Pb and trace-element data collected from the same sample. The REE profiles are similar to those in granoblastic eclogite 9125M04 (Fig. 4), with increasing L-MREE and decreasing HREE from core to rim.

5.2 Garnet-WR Sm-Nd isotopic data
Data for three samples are contained in Table 2 and displayed in Fig. 6a. Out of a total twenty-two measured aliquots, three garnet aliquots in two samples plot significantly off their respective isochrons, and are excluded as outliers. The remaining aliquots – including multiple garnet and whole-rock fractions for all samples, with an additional glaucophane aliquot in sample 9125M04 – define three stacked isochrons, representing similar ages with different initial Nd isotope compositions. Foliated eclogite CWO237 yields the highest $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}(t)$ (+3.8±0.4) and the youngest Sm-Nd isochron date (77.5±2.2 Ma, n=5, MSWD=0.53), in contrast to metafelsite 131219J02 with the lowest $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}(t)$ (-6.2±0.3) and the oldest Sm-Nd isochron date (80.9±1.3 Ma, n=7, MSWD=0.23). These endmember Sm-Nd dates just overlap within their stated uncertainties, but an unpaired, two-tailed t-test establishes their difference at the 95% confidence interval (p<0.007). Granoblastic eclogite 9125M04 is intermediate both isotopically ($\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}(t)$=-0.3±0.7) and with respect to the calculated isochron date (79.0±3.2 Ma, n=7, MSWD=2.3). The average measured $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ ratio for garnet from each sample correlates with these age and whole-rock isotopic differences, with progressively increasing garnet $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ from foliated (youngest, +$\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$) to granoblastic to felsic eclogites (oldest, -$\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$) (Fig. 6a). For each sample, both pressure-digested (bombed) and tabletop whole-rock aliquots plot in nearly identical places for each sample, suggesting that there is little influence of inherited phases on the Sm-Nd isotopic results. Sm-Nd isotopic data from Gray et al. [2004a] are shown on Fig. 6b for comparison; garnet $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ ratios are systematically lower than those determined in this study, and all points are bounded by the isotopic endmembers defined by our new data.

5.3 Zircon U-Pb and trace-element data

Multi-grain zircon aliquots from foliated quartz-bearing eclogite CWO21 were previously dated by ID-TIMS U-Pb [Warren et al., 2003] with a concordia date of 79.06±0.32 Ma (n=5, MSWD=0.97). New CL images of these zircons show characteristic “soccer-ball” sector and fir-tree zoning (Fig. 7a) similar to previous BSE images [Warren et al., 2003, their Fig. 2c]. Laser-ablation U-Pb spot data from this sample exhibit significant scatter along concordia and do not form a single population, with a lower-intercept “errorchron” date of 78.3±0.7 Ma (n=64, MSWD=6.1); a weighted mean date excluding outliers yields a
tighter uncertainty and better MSWD but an indistinguishable date (78.3±0.7 Ma, MSWD=2.5) (Fig. 7b-c). Therefore, we quote the errorchron date and its uncertainty as an average age (discussed further below in section 6.1.2). Trace element abundances are extremely consistent across the entire zircon population; all grains lack a chondrite-normalized Eu anomaly and are depleted in HREE, but exhibit a Ce anomaly (Fig. 7d). To understand the metamorphic conditions at which these zircons (re)crystallized, we calculated Ti-in-zircon temperatures, which can be readily done for these grains because the presence of both quartz and rutile suggest unity TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ activities. With this assumption, the mean (1.95±0.22 ppm) or median (2.10 ppm) Ti concentrations from CWO21 zircon yield Ti-in-zircon temperatures [Ferry and Watson, 2007] of 612±27°C to 618±26°C (2σ external).

In contrast to the mafic zircons, the zircon images, depth profiles, and spot analyses from metafelsite 131219J02 show several age and trace-element populations. Zircon CL zoning is characterized by partly-resorbed, CL-bright, oscillatory/concentrically zoned cores with thin (≤5 μm) CL-dark zircon rims (Fig. 7e). Depth profiles through the rims reveal a single age- and trace-element population at 80.2±0.7 Ma (n=27, MSWD=1.6) (Fig. 7f) with the lowest Th/U (~0.01) and lowest total REE abundances in the sample. These rims exhibit a consistently positive CI-normalized REE slope from Dy to Lu in all rim analyses (Fig. 7g); however, we did not measure Ti and L-MREE to determine Eu±Ce anomalies or Ti-in-zircon temperatures due to exceedingly low concentrations. Spot analyses on CL-bright cores – as well as depth profiles that penetrated through the younger rims – show a second age population at 283.8±0.7 Ma (n=83, MSWD=1.0) (Fig. 7f), with higher Th/U (0.1–2), higher total REE, and consistently negative Eu/Eu* and positive Ce/Ce* (Fig. 7g). Sparse older zircon cores (with ~80 Ma rims) were also identified, including three grains with ~800 Ma dates, and a single grain with a concordant ~1.8 Ga date (Fig. 7f). These grains are not distinct in CL but they do exhibit unique trace-element characteristics. For example, the ~800 Ma population displays the most extreme Ce anomalies, the most muted Eu/Eu*, and the lowest P+Hf concentrations in the dataset, while the ~1.8 Ga grain displays the least extreme Ce anomalies (Fig. 7g).

5.4 Rutile U-Pb and trace-element data
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Rutile U-Pb dates and most trace elements vary as a function of bulk-rock lithology (Fig. 8). For example, the U content of rutile progressively increases from foliated, quartz-free mafic eclogites (≤5 ppm) to the quartz-bearing foliated eclogite (5–10 ppm) to granoblastic eclogites (~10 ppm) to the endmember metafelsite (≤30 ppm), leading to progressively more precise U-Pb dates. On the other hand, while rutile grains are included in almost all other rock-forming minerals, there is no correlation between the host phase and the age or chemistry (including Zr) of the included rutile, within any rock. A plurality of rutile analytical spots sampled various microinclusions of other phases (particularly zircon); all data in Fig. 8 and Table S5 have been screened for inclusions, though there are still many inclusion-free spots that contain significant common Pb. Rutile U-Pb dates for the foliated mafic eclogites are imprecise due to low U and also potentially inaccurate due to Pb loss, with horizontal arrays drawn away from the discordia lines defined by the oldest spots in each sample. As such, the mafic eclogite discordia dates in Fig. 8a-b (79.1±5.1 Ma, MSWD=0.43; 75.9±3.8 Ma, MSWD=0.79) are calculated from a small subset of the oldest spots (n=5 for each sample), and therefore the calculated dates only provide minimum constraints on the timing of rutile growth or U-Pb system closure. The more U-rich rutile grains in the quartz-bearing foliated eclogite also produced few inclusion-free spots, and thus yield a poorly resolved rutile U-Pb date (80±12, n=5, MSWD=2.6) (Fig. 8c). In contrast, the granoblastic eclogite and metafelsite data provide tighter U-Pb age constraints, with slightly younger dates for the eclogites (76.9±1.1 Ma, n=23, MSWD=0.85; 75.9±2.1 Ma; n=10, MSWD=1.3) than the metafelsite (78.7±0.9 Ma; n=28, MSWD=0.84) (Fig. 8d-f). Each of these latter dates forms a statistical single population [Wendt and Carl, 1991].

As noted for U (Fig. 8a-f), the clearest first-order variation in rutile trace elements is characterized by the gradation from mafic to felsic bulk compositions. However, the mean Zr concentration is uniform across the entire population (Fig. 8g) despite the fact that two of the eclogites lack extant quartz, which should nominally increase the equilibrium Zr concentration in rutile relative to a quartz-bearing rock at the same P-T-a(ZrSiO₄) [Ferry and Watson, 2007]. Instead, these observations suggest that quartz was saturated in all rocks during rutile growth. Using the Tomkins et al. [2007]
calibration of the Zr-in-rutile thermobarometer for the α-quartz field, \( P = 20 \pm 2 \) kbar (suggested by eclogite phase equilibria [Warren and Waters, 2006]), and \( a(\text{SiO}_2) = a(Zr\text{SiO}_4) = 1 \), the data yield a mean Zr-in-rutile temperature \( T = 520 \pm 18^\circ \text{C} \). Using slightly higher metamorphic pressures (\( P = 25 \pm 2 \) kbar) calculated from pseudosections of the metafelsite [Massonne et al., 2013], the calculated temperatures are \( \sim 20^\circ \text{C} \) higher (\( 540 \pm 18^\circ \text{C} \)); using slightly lower metamorphic pressures calculated from mafic eclogite phase equilibria (maximum \( P = 16 \) kbar) [El-Shazly, 2001] yields temperatures \( \sim 15^\circ \text{C} \) lower (\( 506 \pm 16^\circ \text{C} \)).

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Radiometric dates and the timing of metamorphism recorded by As Sifah eclogites

The data presented in this study support the interpretation that peak to early retrograde metamorphism occurred at \( \sim 81–77 \) Ma, variably recorded by different rocks, different metamorphic minerals, and different isotopic systems. Each result is summarized and interpreted below, and displayed graphically in Fig. 9.

6.1.1 Garnet

Statistically significant, five- to seven-point garnet-WR(-glaucophane) Sm-Nd isochrons define a range of garnet growth ages from \( 80.9 \pm 1.3 \) Ma (metafelsite 131219J02) to \( 79.0 \pm 3.2 \) Ma (granoblastic eclogite 9125M04) to \( 77.5 \pm 2.2 \) Ma (foliated eclogite CWO237) (Fig. 6a). These bulk-separate ages can be broadly interpreted as an “average” over the duration of garnet growth, but in detail, the calculated ages depend on the distribution of Sm in garnet, the garnet crystal size distributions, parent and/or daughter diffusion, and the effects of inherited phases. The latter two factors are likely insignificant here: relatively cool peak metamorphic temperatures (\( \sim 500–600^\circ \text{C} \): [Searle et al., 1994; El-Shazly, 2001; Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013]) preclude significant volume diffusion of either Sm or Nd over the timescales of As Sifah metamorphism [e.g., Bloch and Ganguly, 2015], and both tabletop and bombed whole-rock aliquots plot in the nearly the same place for all samples, suggesting whole-rock Nd isotope equilibrium and the exclusion of any inherited Nd isotopic signature. Calculation of crystal size distributions and their relationship to the timing of garnet growth are beyond the scope of this study, and...
are likely to be complicated by early nucleation and crystal growth processes that are now overprinted [Carlson, 2011]; we therefore ignore these effects.

The LA-ICPMS data show that Sm distributions are biased toward garnet rims (Figs. 4-5), such that the Sm-Nd dates are dominated by the outer 20-40 radial % of the bulk garnet population in each sample. Based on rock textures, garnet major-element data, and conventional thermobarometry, these garnet rims have been interpreted to record the timing of peak to early retrograde metamorphism in the As Sifah eclogites [Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013]. This interpretation is consistent with our textural observations, including i) cpx-rt inclusions at garnet rims in the eclogites and ii) the growth of a late, hydrous assemblage (phg-gl-ep) associated with partial garnet rim resorption. The garnet Sm distributions are not identical in all samples, but their variation does not appear to correlate with date; for example, the granoblastic eclogite with more rim-biased Sm distributions (9125M04) yielded an older Sm-Nd date than the foliated eclogite with more core-biased Sm abundances (CWO237) (Figs. 5-6). Instead, the progression in Sm-Nd date correlates solely with lithology, as does εNd and the sample-averaged garnet $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ (Fig. 6a). Because these different lithologies appear to be part of the same stratigraphic horizon that is traceable throughout the entire As Sifah and Hulw Windows [e.g., Miller et al., 1999], and were thus juxtaposed well prior to metamorphism, these distinctions in garnet ages between more felsic and more mafic samples could arise from differences in the timing of the garnet-forming reaction in different bulk compositions, because garnet is expected to grow at lower-grade P-T conditions in the metafelsite [Massonne et al., 2013] than the mafic eclogites [Warren and Waters, 2006]. These differences could also arise from kinetic factors, such as heterogeneous reaction overstepping among lithologies [Pattison and Tinkham, 2009]. Considering these factors, the Sm-Nd dates represent rim-biased average garnet growth ages for each lithology, and suggest that peak conditions – and the volumetric bulk of garnet growth – occurred between ~81–77 Ma.

6.1.2 Zircon

The zircon LASS data (depth profiles and spots) further bracket the timing of garnet growth, with the ages and trace elements supporting the Sm-Nd garnet-WR isochron ages. Zircon grains from quartz-bearing
foliated eclogite CWO21 yield an array of dates from ~85–75 Ma, with an “average” lower-intercept date of 78.3±0.7 Ma (Fig. 7b). This LA-ICPMS date is within uncertainty of ID-TIMS U-Pb concordia dates on the same sample (79.06±0.32 Ma) [Warren et al., 2003], as well as garnet Sm-Nd dates from both the foliated (77.5±2.2 Ma) and granoblastic eclogites (79.0±3.2 Ma). The zircon morphologies and CL zoning (Fig. 7a) are consistent with precipitation from a metamorphic fluid [Rubatto, 2017] as previously suggested [Warren et al., 2005]. This is further consistent with the abundance of hydrous phases in the mafic eclogites. Trace elements from these zircons are nearly congruent across the entire population: significant HREE depletions in all grains (Fig. 7d) implicate the influence of garnet prior to or during zircon growth, and the absence of an Eu anomaly suggests consumption of plagioclase by that time [Rubatto and Hermann, 2007; Taylor et al., 2017]. Textural observations also clarify that zircon is associated with the peak metamorphic assemblage in each rock, with zircons grains included in garnet and clinopyroxene and in turn containing rutile inclusions [Warren et al., 2003]. The data therefore suggest that the foliated eclogite zircon U-Pb dates – both LA-ICPMS and TIMS – represent peak metamorphic crystallization ages coincident with garnet growth.

However, we are skeptical that the ~10 Myr apparent range in LA-ICPMS dates is geologically significant. Rutile U-Pb systematics from the mafic eclogites are also disturbed (Fig. 8a-c; see below), and it is difficult to conceive of continuous, protracted precipitation of individual sector-zoned zircons from a metamorphic fluid over ~10 My (as the entire range in date is observed within single crystals). Mafic eclogite zircons with similar morphologies and sector zoning – and in similar rocks and tectonic settings – generally give punctuated dates (<1 Myr) representing discrete fluid pulses [e.g., Rubatto and Hermann, 2003; Rubatto and Angiboust, 2015; Garber et al., 2020b]. Further, the single-population zircon U-Pb TIMS date from Warren et al. [2003] on the same zircons (that is within uncertainty of our average LA-ICPMS date) further suggests that the zircons do form a single age population. As such we interpret only the average LA-ICPMS date (78.3±0.7 Ma), and not the apparent range exhibited by this sample.
We note that the calculated CWO21 Ti-in-zircon temperatures (~610–620 °C) are also consistent with growth during peak metamorphic conditions, but exceed all other thermometry on the As Sifah eclogites, including the Zr-in-rutile temperatures from the same rocks in this study. The expected zircon Ti concentrations for the peak temperatures calculated from thermodynamic modelling (~550°C) are extremely low (<1 ppm); the measured Ti contents in these grains are slightly higher than this (~2 ppm), and we propose that they may be affected by rutile micro-inclusions that are difficult to filter from the data, as these are observed in BSE images of these zircon grains [Warren et al., 2003]. We therefore interpret Ti-in-zircon temperatures from this sample semi-quantitatively, i.e., only to support the growth of zircon at the relatively cool (~500–600°C) peak metamorphic temperatures determined by other methods.

Concordant U-Pb analyses from sector- to oscillatory-zoned zircon cores in the endmember metafelsite (131219J02; Fig. 7e) yield three distinct sets of dates, with rare ~1.8 Ga and ~800 Ma grains and a dominant, 283.8±0.7 Ma population. The trace elements associated with each of these populations suggest igneous rather than metamorphic zircon crystallization, particularly the significant negative Eu anomalies, elevated Th/U, and the absence of HREE depletions. The ~1.8 Ga date is common in detrital and xenocrystic igneous zircon populations throughout the Arabian plate [Stern and Johnson, 2010]. The ~800 Ma population matches the timing of magmatic and metamorphic activity associated with the Mirbat Granulite Complex in southwestern Oman [Mercolli et al., 2006; Bowring et al., 2007], which is the largest exposure of Proterozoic deep crust in eastern Arabia. These dates have been interpreted to represent the timing of continental lithosphere stabilization in E. Arabia, as there are few regional deep-crustal rocks with dates younger than 750 Ma [Stern and Johnson, 2010 and references therein]. The youngest zircon core population (283.8±0.7 Ma; n=83) is by far the most dominant; it is consistent with the interpretation of a tuffaceous protolith [Le Metour et al., 1986], and suggests that the older zircon populations represent magmatic xenocrysts. This date is significantly younger than the SHRIMP U-Pb zircon crystallization date of 298±3 Ma from the same metatuff horizon at As Sifah beach [Gray et al., 2005a]. We cannot determine if these inter-study age differences are geologic – for example, if there were
multiple discrete tuffs emplaced over ~15 My – or if they reflect analytical biases between LA-ICPMS and SHRIMP data that were collected ~15 years apart and referenced to difference zircon U-Pb standards. However, though we are not aware of other similarly aged volcanics in NE Oman, zircon dates from both this study and Gray et al. [2005a] bracket other records of deglaciation and rifting associated with breakup of Pangaea and the opening of the Neotethys during the Permian [Angiolini et al., 2003]. For example, using brachiopod biostratigraphy of the Al-Khlata and Saiwan Formations (Haushi Group) in interior Oman, Angiolini et al. [2003] determined a late Sakmarian age for the initiation of rifting (~295–290 Ma), which is younger than the Gray et al. [2005a] dates but older than our new ages. Therefore, regardless of the distinctions in measured protolith dates, all of them demonstrate that the metafelsite marks a key stratigraphic horizon: it delineates the same pre-Permian unconformity exposed throughout the Saih Hatat and the broader Arabian rock record [e.g., Searle et al., 2004].

Young zircon rims from the metafelsite (80.2±0.7 Ma) form a single age- and trace-element population with low Th/U and lower REE concentrations relative to the igneous cores – consistent with metamorphic (re)crystallization – but lack HREE depletions expected from the influence of garnet growth. This is unexpected because the Sm-Nd garnet growth age (80.9±1.3 Ma) from the same sample overlaps the U-Pb date within uncertainty. It is possible that zircon grew immediately before garnet, in which case the zircon date would bracket the start of garnet growth. Alternatively, the amount of garnet may not have been sufficient to deplete the whole-rock HREE budget by the time zircon crystallized, or the zircon may have grown during an initial phase of exhumation-related garnet breakdown immediately postdating garnet growth. However, it is as likely that the REE did not entirely achieve chemical equilibrium during zircon (re)crystallization, which has frequently been observed in other high-P altered zircons that retain a trace-element “memory” of their precursors, even in the presence of garnet [Chen et al., 2010; Štípská et al., 2016; Garber et al., 2020b]. We therefore suggest that – like those in the eclogites – the metafelsite zircons record (re)crystallization during the growth of the peak metamorphic assemblage (garnet-phengite-quartz), which slightly preceded garnet and zircon (re)crystallization in the...
eclogites. The absence of any ages between ~284–80 Ma suggests that there were no zircon-forming metamorphic events during that interval.

6.1.3 Rutile

The calculated rutile U-Pb isochron dates span ~80–76 Ma, broadly matching the Sm-Nd garnet and U-Pb zircon dates. In detail, however, the most foliated eclogites yield imprecise dates with clear evidence for radiogenic Pb loss (Fig. 8a-c), while the granoblastic eclogites and metafelsite rutile dates are more precise (Fig. 8d-f) and show a similar age pattern to the garnet and zircon data, with an older metafelsite age (78.7±0.9 Ma) and younger eclogite ages (76.9±1.1 Ma; 75.9±2.1 Ma) that each form a statistical single population. There is also a progression in rutile trace-element composition across bulk compositions, particularly notable in the increasing U content from mafic to felsic rutile.

Because Pb loss can be significant in rutile at eclogite-facies conditions [Cherniak, 2000; Smye et al., 2018], we modeled Pb diffusion to assess whether the rutile U-Pb dates are cooling or crystallization ages. Zircon fission-track dates from the As Sifah and Hulw Windows yield extremely reproducible, 66–70 Ma dates, suggesting that all samples experienced ≥30°C/My cooling from eclogite-facies conditions [Saddiqi et al., 2006], which we adopt as a minimum cooling rate. Additionally, though the analyzed rutile grains are of variable sizes, all have at least one radial dimension <25 μm, which we adopt as the maximum diffusion radius. Using the Dodson [1973] formula for diffusive closure temperatures, a spherical grain geometry, diffusion parameters for Pb in rutile from Cherniak [2000], dT/dt=30°C/My, and r=10–25 μm, the effective Pb closure temperature for the As Sifah rutiles is ~560–600°C; faster cooling rates would yield higher closure temperatures. This is higher than the Zr-in-rutile temperature determined for the same grains (520±18°C; Fig. 8g) as well as temperatures determined by conventional thermobarometry (~500–560°C) [Warren and Waters, 2006; Massonne et al., 2013], nominally suggesting minimal Pb loss during cooling. This is supported by the absence of systematic differences in rutile grain size between the different lithologies, and rutile spots shifted horizontally away from concordia in the foliated eclogites (Fig. 8a-c) do not systematically occur in smaller grains. Critically, though there are lithology-based rutile U-Pb age differences, the entire mafic-to-felsic suite appears to
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have been juxtaposed since protolith emplacement: the same unit is traceable throughout the entire Hulw-As Sifah Window section (Fig. 1), and there are relict volcanic textures in lower-grade exposures [Miller et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2005a; Warren and Miller, 2007]. Therefore, even if the eclogites and metafelsites transformed to peak metamorphic assemblages at slightly different times – as suggested by the Sm-Nd garnet and U-Pb zircon dates – it is difficult to imagine that they would also have cooled through rutile Pb closure from peak $T$ at different times if they were continuously juxtaposed, i.e., to yield the resolvable differences in rutile U-Pb date.

These observations suggest that the rutile U-Pb isochron dates are primarily crystallization ages with minor Pb* loss, most demonstrably in the mafic rutile grains. The rutile ages postdate Sm-Nd and U-Pb dates from the same rocks (Fig. 9), but this may be explained partly by systematic offsets, with far higher external uncertainties on rutile dates relative to garnet or zircon dates. The preferential mafic-rutile Pb* loss is difficult to explain with our data alone; it could imply shorter effective diffusion radii, which – if not related to macro-scale grain size – could arise from exsolved lamellae of other phases (e.g., ilmenite) or deformation-related features (e.g., dislocations). We note that mafic eclogites from As Sifah show several age disturbances in multiple isotopic systems, including i) extraneous Ar in phengite, particularly in mafic eclogites [e.g., Warren et al., 2011], and ii) dispersed zircon LA-ICPMS U-Pb data along concordia (Fig. 7b). The Ar isotopic signatures have been shown to relate to differences in mafic vs. pelitic devolatilization behaviors during subduction [Smye et al., 2013], and it is possible that the processes leading to extraneous Ar in mafic rocks also affected the Pb* systematics in rutile and zircon. In this case, the rutile U-Pb isotopic dates may reflect the timing of fluid alteration that persisted longer or more significantly in the eclogites than the metapelite, which is supported by the ubiquitous occurrence of texturally late epidote in the foliated mafic eclogites (Table 1).

6.1.4 Age summary

The three petrochronological datasets presented here – isotopic dates (Sm-Nd, U-Pb) and trace elements from garnet, zircon, and rutile – suggest the emplacement of the metafelsite protolith at 283.8±1.7 Ma, and the growth of peak garnet-bearing assemblages in all As Sifah beach rocks from ~81–77 Ma. There
are minor lithologically controlled age variations, with the endmember metafelsite recording the earliest metamorphism in each dataset (Sm-Nd garnet: 80.9±1.3 Ma; U-Pb zircon: 80.2±0.7[±1.6] Ma; U-Pb rutile: 78.7±0.9[±2.4] Ma) and the foliated eclogites recording the most recent (Sm-Nd garnet: 77.5±2.2 Ma; U-Pb zircon: 78.3±0.7[±1.6] Ma; U-Pb rutile: imprecise and affected by Pb loss). Because the mafic and felsic endmembers were almost certainly in contact prior to metamorphism, these data support thermodynamic (different garnet-forming reactions) or kinetic heterogeneities (reaction overstepping).

Regardless of their origin, the consistent age differences among all analyzed phases suggest that each rock transformed to peak metamorphic assemblages within a narrow time frame.

6.2 The case for a single metamorphic event in the Saih Hatat

Several authors have proposed the existence of two metamorphic events in the Saih Hatat, one at ~120–110 Ma and one at ~80 Ma (Fig. 2). This earlier metamorphic event has also been hypothesized to result from continent-ward (SW-directed) subduction [Gray et al., 2004b; Goscombe et al., 2020], which would have significant implications for the history of the Samail Ophiolite and much of the recent geological history of Oman. Critically, this tectonic hypothesis is based on which of the available geochronology of the As Sifah Window is considered robust and representative, including previously measured Sm-Nd, Ar/Ar, U-Pb, and Rb-Sr dates. Below, we highlight what we consider the most significant geochronological weaknesses in the case for a ~110 Ma metamorphic event, based partly but not exclusively on our data.

1. The main line of evidence for the ~110 Ma metamorphic event is two Sm-Nd garnet-WR-leachate dates from foliated and granoblastic eclogites at 110±9 and 109±13 Ma, respectively [Gray et al., 2004a]. These data are shown with our new results in Fig. 6. Having sampled a representative textural and lithologic range, our garnet isotopic data plot at significantly higher average $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$, yield more precise and statistically significant dates, and have internally consistent $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ that varies with lithology. We also note two analytical issues with the existing Gray et al. Sm-Nd dates:

   a. The Gray et al. data used to calculate the ~110 Ma dates scatter between the isotopic endmembers defined by our samples (Fig. 6b) such that the garnet and whole-rock aliquots...
could have sampled different reservoirs that were not in isotopic equilibrium during metamorphism. This can be assessed by comparing $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ against $1/[\text{Nd}]$ (Fig. S3), which shows that the garnet and leachate aliquots used to define the Gray et al. dates form clear mixing lines with the whole-rock aliquot. We note that our data form apparent mixing lines on this type of plot, but this is due to the better separation of garnet and whole-rock aliquots relative to Gray et al., creating two distinct clusters of data that roughly define a line. However, our data are not colinear in detail, and the three parallel isochrons with clear initial isotopic separation between samples (Fig. 6a) preclude mixing to explain our data.

b. Multiple garnet aliquots from single samples in Gray et al. each plot in exactly the same place (Fig. 6b). This is highly unlikely because it would require that each 100–300 mg garnet aliquot had exactly the same proportion of garnet core and rim material, given that cores and rims have different proportions and concentrations of Sm and Nd (e.g., Figs. 4–5). In contrast, our garnet data scatter along the $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ axis, consistent with the sampling of variable core and rim proportions in our garnet separate (Fig. 6a).

In short, for non-geological reasons alone, we contend that the Gray et al. [2004a] ~110 Ma Sm-Nd dates are not geologically meaningful.

2. The new zircon trace-element data demonstrate the influence of garnet during precipitation from a metamorphic fluid in the foliated eclogite samples (Fig. 7b, d), while the metafelsite zircon rims nominally escaped HREE resetting (Fig. 7f-g). However, both are within uncertainty of Sm-Nd garnet dates for the same samples (Fig. 8) and the trace-element observations are similar to those in other high-$P$ zircons [Chen et al., 2010], suggesting that the zircons grew synchronously with garnet – not during exhumation ~30 My later, as suggested by [Gray et al., 2004a; Gray et al., 2004b].

3. Rutile is unambiguously part of the peak, high-$P$ assemblage in all the As Sifah rocks (see sample descriptions and Fig. 3). Because the rutile closure $T$ to Pb diffusion in these rutile grains is similar to the peak metamorphic temperature (~550–600°C), any metamorphism prior to the ~81–77 Ma event should have been preserved, i.e., it would not have been totally reset, given the subsequent $T$-$t$ history.
of the As Sifah eclogites. The absence of age inheritance in rutile thus supports only a single metamorphic event.

4. The other dataset that has been used to support the ~110 Ma event is Ar/Ar dating [Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2004b], but there are well-known issues with Ar/Ar dating in high-P rocks – and there have been detailed studies of grain-scale extraneous Ar in the As Sifah eclogites showing that the older ages are inaccurate and insignificant [Warren et al., 2011]. These issues are particularly problematic in the more mafic lithologies due to closed-system fluid behavior, as mafic rocks are thought to preferentially retain fluids and trap more excess Ar during high-pressure metamorphism relative to felsic or pelitic protoliths [Smye et al., 2013]. This lithological effect may also partly explain the zircon and rutile U-Pb results (see above). Importantly, the Ar/Ar dates from the structurally highest, lowest-pressure nappes contain exclusively ~80 Ma phengite dates [e.g., El-Shazly and Lanphere, 1992], which is consistent with the increasing effect of excess Ar with increasing metamorphic pressure [e.g., Sherlock et al., 1999; El-Shazly et al., 2001]. Together, these observations suggest that the Ar/Ar dates from As Sifah eclogites do not date continental subduction in the Saih Hatat.

In summary, all demonstrably robust geochronological and geochemical data [including Sm-Nd, U-Pb, and Rb-Sr results: El-Shazly et al., 2001; Warren et al., 2003; Warren et al., 2005, and this study] support the subduction of the Arabian continental margin to eclogite-facies conditions at ~81–77 Ma, after the crystallization of the Samail Ophiolite at ~96.2–95.0 Ma [Rioux et al., 2012; Rioux et al., 2013; Rioux et al., 2021b] that overlies the Saih Hatat collisional orogen. This conclusion is supported by other datasets not addressed here, including multiple structural and stratigraphic arguments that preclude such significant tectonism at 120–110 Ma [see Searle et al., 2004; 2005]. Still, we emphasize that this hypothesis is untenable from a geochronological perspective alone, and that there is simply no evidence for early continent-ward subduction in Oman.

6.3 Rates of prograde subduction and retrograde exhumation
The deep, (U)HP subduction and exhumation of continental material – including “continental crust” in a strict sense, and continental margin rocks more broadly – has been shown to occur at a range of rates that typically correlate with the size of the subducted body and orogenic stage, such that smaller fragments subducted earlier in an orogenic event typically do so faster [e.g., Dora Maira: Rubatto and Hermann, 2001; Gauthiez-Putallaz et al., 2016] than larger, later (U)HP bodies [e.g., Western Gneiss Region, Norway: Kylander-Clark et al., 2008; Kylander-Clark et al., 2009] [see also Kylander-Clark et al., 2012].

With our new data emphasizing the late absolute timing of continental subduction and exhumation of the As Sifah eclogites beneath the Samail Ophiolite, we conclude by considering the possible rates at which this process occurred. A summary of available tectonic and geochronological constraints on the subduction of the As Sifah rocks is shown in Fig. 10.

The timing at which prograde continental subduction initiated can only be broadly constrained. It is unlikely that the As Sifah-Hulw protoliths were subducted prior to the formation of the metamorphic sole in the overlying ophiolite, as these rocks record proto-subduction geotherms far hotter than those experienced by the As Sifah eclogites [Cowan et al., 2014; Soret et al., 2017; Ambrose et al., 2021]. For example, a metapelite in the sole of the Wadi Tayin massif – which structurally overlies the Saih Hatat – experienced metamorphic conditions of 7.5±1.2 kbar, 665±32°C as late as ~93.0±0.5 Ma [Garber et al., 2020a]. Additionally, there are texturally crosscutting metasediment melts that intruded the Samail Ophiolite as late as ~95.0 Ma [Rollinson, 2009; Haase et al., 2015; Rollinson, 2015; Spencer et al., 2017; Rioux et al., 2021a; Rioux et al., 2021b]. As the ophiolite broadly represents the structurally highest thrust sheet under which the As Sifah eclogites subducted [Searle et al., 2004; Agard et al., 2010], these data represent firm bounds on the initiation of continental subduction, and further coincide with the stratigraphic record for downwarping of the continental margin in response to the approaching ophiolite by the Turonian [~94–90 Ma: Robertson, 1987]. Considering initial subduction of the margin starting at ~95.0–93.0 Ma, with material reaching peak conditions (~2.0–2.5 GPa; 60–80 km assuming lithostatic pressures) by ~81–77 Ma, and assuming a relatively shallow subduction angle [20–30°; see e.g., Hu and Gurnis, 2020] yields vertical sinking rates of 5±2 mm/yr and convergence rates of ~10–20 mm/yr.
These rates are obvious minima because continental subduction may have started significantly after ~95–93 Ma, i.e., much closer to the timing of peak metamorphism by ~81 Ma. Indeed, the above-calculated convergence rates are less than total Arabia-Eurasia convergence at ~85–80 Ma (~30–50 mm/yr: Agard et al., 2007), although some of this convergence was probably accommodated along the Makran subduction zone further to the north. Combining the same constraints as above with the fastest possible convergence rate (50 mm/yr) would require that prograde continental subduction commenced after ~85–84 Ma, which represents a maximum timing constraint. Though broad, this range of possible As Sifah sinking rates (~5–30 mm/yr) exceeds those from giant UHP terranes such as the Western Gneiss Region [2–4 mm/yr: Kylander-Clark et al., 2009], but they match several HP-UHP Alpine exposures (>5 mm/yr: Lago di Cignana, Sesia-Lanzo, Dora Maira) [Lapen et al., 2003; Rubatto et al., 2011; Gauthiez-Putallaz et al., 2016]. Notably, the observed mineral assemblages and calculated P-T conditions for these small Alpine HP-UHP bodies are similar to those calculated for As Sifah, for example the Zermatt-Saas [Angiboust et al., 2009] and Monviso ophiolites [Angiboust et al., 2012], as well as Corsican lawsonite eclogites and garnet blueschists [Vitale-Brovarone et al., 2011]. This broadly suggests that the prograde subduction of As Sifah occurred similarly to other small HP-UHP bodies, with continental materials dragged to mantle depths by a denser mafic slab that later detached [e.g., Duretz et al., 2016].

Exhumation rates are likewise difficult to calculate accurately because there are few barometric constraints on the retrograde eclogite path. If taken as thermochronometers, the coincidence between existing phengite-whole rock Rb-Sr [78±2 Ma: El-Shazly et al., 2001] and minimum Ar/Ar plateau dates (~77–79 Ma: El-Shazly and Lanphere, 1992; Miller et al., 1999] represent extremely fast cooling below their respective closure temperatures (~500°C and ~400–350°C, respectively). Combining these dates with the evidence for crystallization of peak assemblages at ~500–600°C from ~81–77 Ma (this study) suggests initial cooling rates up to ~100°C/My, requiring an initial but unquantifiable phase of rapid exhumation from mantle depths. At the same time, it is also possible that the phengite Rb-Sr and Ar/Ar record the last timing of fluid-rock interaction with the extant assemblage, rather than a cooling age. For example, Glodny et al., [2008] showed that ~900-950 Ma granulite-facies rocks only experienced ~400
Ma Rb-Sr isotopic resetting along fluid alteration zones, even as metamorphism exceeded >650°C for several Myr; similar cases exist for the Ar/Ar system [e.g., Villa, 2010]. In this case, the coincidence in the youngest Sm-Nd, U-Pb, Rb-Sr, and Ar/Ar dates, and the modest peak metamorphic temperatures (~500–600°C) might suggest synchronous (re)crystallization of these phases in the presence of a fluid from ~81–77 Ma, with exhumation only occurring after ~77 Ma. However, even if none of the dates are cooling ages, there is circumstantial evidence to suggest an initially rapid phase of exhumation – particularly that the As Sifah rocks are bounded by abundant carbonates and calc-schists that maintain buoyancy and can accommodate significant strain even after complete transformation to HP parageneses.

Other more demonstrably thermochronometric dates are significantly younger: zircon fission-track dates for the As Sifah and Hulw Windows yield a consistent, reproducible 68±6 Ma (2σ) cooling age though ~260°C [Saddiqi et al., 2006]; under any reasonable post-orogenic geotherm, these temperatures would have been attained at <5 kbar (<15 km), firmly placing both “lower-plate” units adjacent to each other in the middle crust by that time. Apatite fission-track dates further suggest cooling below ~60°C by ~53 Ma but are as young as ~40 Ma [Poupeau et al., 2008]. If the youngest Ar/Ar dates reflect cooling below ~350°C, these data suggest a long crustal residence time before exposure of the As Sifah and Hulw Windows at the surface (~40 My), with an attendant, sharp decrease in cooling rate (<10°C/My) after initially rapid exhumation from peak P conditions [see also El-Shazly et al., 2001]. This slow upward transit through the crust contrasts with the global record of fast exhumation recorded in small UHP bodies [e.g., Kylander-Clark et al., 2012], and likely relates to key tectonic differences between As Sifah and other (U)HP exposures. For example, whereas the upper plate of many (U)HP orogens appears to undergo significant extension during exhumation [Johnston et al., 2007; Young et al., 2011; Young, 2017], the Samail Ophiolite and its cover experienced relatively little extension during emplacement [Fournier et al., 2006]. To this point, the “extensional” S-C fabrics present throughout the As Sifah eclogites and enclosing calc-schists are related to exhumation of footwall rocks toward the SW rather than any significant extension of the overlying crust [Searle et al., 2004; Searle, 2007]. At the same time, the subduction of the As Sifah rocks coincided with a significant (20–40 mm/yr) decrease in the
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Arabia-Eurasia convergence rate [Agard et al., 2007] – such that there were fewer far-field stresses driving extension of the upper plate as the As Sifah rocks exhumed.

7 CONCLUSIONS

1. Sm-Nd, U-Pb, and trace-element analyses of garnet, zircon, and rutile from As Sifah eclogites (NE Oman) record ~81–77 Ma peak to early retrograde metamorphism. There are consistent lithology-based age, mineralogical, and textural differences that suggest a bulk-compositional or kinetic control on the timing of the peak assemblage in each lithology, but all the data suggest relatively punctuated transformation in each rock.

2. Protolith zircon dates for the felsic metatuff (283.3±0.7 Ma) suggest that the As Sifah eclogites mark the pre-Permian unconformity exposed throughout NE Oman, consistent with its derivation from a more distal exposure of the same rocks exposed elsewhere in the Saih Hatat.

3. There is no evidence for a ~110 Ma metamorphic episode in the As Sifah Unit; our new Sm-Nd dates show internally consistent features and cover the range of metamorphic histories preserved at As Sifah, indicating that previously published Sm-Nd dates are inaccurate. All demonstrably robust geochronology is consistent with only a single metamorphic event, in which the Arabian continental margin subducted toward the NE beneath the already emplaced Samail Ophiolite by ~81–77 Ma.

4. A comparison between As Sifah and other small (U)HP continental subduction orogens suggests that As Sifah underwent a relatively similar prograde tectonic evolution to similar small (U)HP bodies (e.g., W. Alps), with subsequently rapid exhumation to the lower crust, followed by significantly slower exhumation to the upper crust. This long crustal residence time likely reflects tectonic conditions unique to As Sifah, including a decrease in convergence rate during subduction of the Arabian margin to mantle depths, and the absence of significant upper crustal extension as As Sifah exhumed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (a) Regional overview map modified from Nicolas et al. [2000] showing the Samail ophiolite (dark gray) and subducted continental margin rocks of the Saih Hatat (light brown). (b) Lithologic map of the Hulw and As Sifah windows in the Saih Hatat, modified from Miller et al. [2002], Searle et al. [2004], and Warren and Miller [2007]. The dominant structural feature is the “UP-LP” discontinuity (bold line), which separates “Upper Plate” rocks (dark gray) from “Lower Plate” units. A poorly-exposed but structurally necessary ductile shear zone between the Hulw and As Sifah Windows is shown in a dashed white line. Unit abbreviations: Lqms = lower-plate quartz-mica schist; Lvf = lower-plate felsic volcanic; Lvm = lower-plate mafic volcanic; Le = lower-plate calcschist and quartz schist; Ldl = brown dolomite; Ldqms = dolomitic quartz-mica schist; Ll = Permian metacarbonate. The inset stratigraphic
sketch is modified from Miller et al. [2002]; these “Lower-Plate” units in the Hulw and As Sifah Windows are interpreted as stratigraphically correlative equivalents of the Ordovician (Lqms; Amdeh Fm.) to Permian (Lc-Ll; Saiq Fm.) Arabian continental margin sequence that is also exposed in the “Upper Plate” [e.g., Searle et al., 2004; Warren and Miller, 2007].

**Figure 2.** Previous geochronology from the As Sifah eclogites. Where not visible, error bars on dates are smaller than symbols. The existence of a ~110 Ma metamorphic event at As Sifah has been postulated based on two Sm-Nd garnet-WR isochron dates and an array of old white-mica $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar step-heating dates, whereas U-Pb and Rb-Sr isotopic data consistently give young, ~80 Ma dates. See text for additional discussion.

**Figure 3.** Rock and mineral textures from foliated, quartz-free eclogite CWO237 (a-d), granoblastic eclogite 9125M04 (e-f), and metafelsite 131219J02 (g-h). All photomicrographs were taken on a Zeiss Axio Scan Z.1 at Penn State. Patchy shading in E-H is due to an incompletely removed carbon coat. (a-b) Garnet porphyroblast in plane-polarized light (PPL; A) and cross-polarized light (XPL; B) from foliated eclogite CWO237, showing the partial replacement of the primary, dry, garnet-clinopyroxene-rutile assemblage being partially overprinted by a hydrated phengite-epidote-glaucophane paragenesis. A second chlorite + green amphibole, greenschist-facies overprint is highly localized. Inclusions in all garnets from this sample are dominated by clinopyroxene + rutile. (c) Pseudomorphic replacement of garnet rims in CWO237 by phengite + glaucophane. (d) Rare carbonate “clot” in CWO237, containing biotite, green amphibole, and titanite-rimmed rutile. (e) Garnet porphyroblast from granoblastic eclogite 9125M04, with an internal schistosity defined by opaque minerals at an angle to the external foliation (see inset). These garnets contain prograde quartz, chloritoid, and epidote inclusions in their cores that grade to clinopyroxene + rutile at their rims. (f) Optically-zoned blue amphibolite in 9125M04 (note darker blue rims and lighter blue cores) with numerous rutile inclusions. (g) Highly fractured garnet in metafelsite 131219J02, wrapped by matrix phengite + quartz. Note the laser ablation spots (although this is not the
same garnet displayed in Fig. 4). (h) Rutile and zircon grains included in matrix phengite from 131219J02, with radiation haloes around the zircon.

Figure 4. Garnet Mn X-ray chemical maps (top row), EPMA major-element transects (middle row), and LA-ICPMS trace-element transects (bottom row) from foliated eclogite CWO237 (left column), granoblastic eclogite 9125M04 (middle column), and metafelsite 131219J02 (right column). For the X-ray maps, warmer colors indicate higher concentrations (scaled individually to each garnet); Ca, Fe, and Mg maps for each garnet are displayed in Fig. S1. The location of the quantitative transects – for both EPMA and LA-ICPMS data – are shown in green dashed lines, with the arrow defining the left-to-right progression in the subsequent plots. The insets in the bottom row show CI-normalized [McDonough and Sun, 1995] REE data for each sample. All major- and trace-element data shown in this plot are contained in Tables S1-S2.

Figure 5. Volume-normalized distribution of Sm for each LA-ICPMS garnet core-to-rim half-profile (9125M04, 131219J02) or data from several compiled transects across small garnet grains (CWO237), including but not limited to the plots in Fig. 4. Line colors match the lithologic classification in Fig. 4. All trace-element data used to construct these plots are contained in Table S2.

Figure 6. (a) Garnet-WR(-glaucophane) isochron data from this study (red, purple, and green colors as in Figs. 4-5). Each sample in this study yields a broadly similar date defined by 5–7 data, but with clear differences in initial $^{143}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd. (b) Zoomed-in view of the lowest $^{147}$Sm/$^{144}$Nd data from this study, along with data from the same outcrop from Gray et al. [2004a] (orange and blue colors, with garnet, garnet leachate, and WR data). Note that i) the garnet aliquots in this study plot at significantly higher average $^{147}$Sm/$^{144}$Nd and more precise $^{143}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd than in previous work, and ii) that the steeper, apparently older “isochrons” from Gray et al. [2004a] connect data arrayed between the lithologic
endmembers defined here. All data used to construct these plots are contained in Table 2 and Gray et al. [2004a] (their Table 1).

**Figure 7.** Zircon CL, U-Pb, and trace-element results (LASS) for foliated quartz-bearing eclogite CWO21 (a-d) and metafelsite 131219J02 (e-g). (a) CL images of CWO21 zircons displaying “soccer-ball” like sector and fir-tree zoning. (b) Tera-Wasserburg concordia diagram of CWO21 zircon data, showing a significant spread along concordia that does not form a single population; the location of each spot along the concordia curve is independent of any trace element. A weighted-mean date from the same sample (c) yields the same date within uncertainty, but with tighter error bounds; we therefore adopt the lower-intercept date and its uncertainty in (b) as a more conservative average date. (d) Chondrite-normalized [McDonough and Sun, 1995] REE patterns for CWO21 zircons, displaying relatively homogeneous patterns with a Ce anomaly but lacking a Eu anomaly. (e) CL images of 131219J02 zircon, displaying faint CL-dark rims on oscillatory, concentric, and/or sector-zoned CL-bright cores. (f) Tera-Wasserburg concordia diagram of 131219J02 zircon data, showing clearly delineated younger rims (depth profiling data) and several clusters of older zircon cores (spot data). (g) Chondrite-normalized REE patterns for 131219J02 zircons, with trace-element poor, young rims (blue) and trace-element rich, older cores (with colors corresponding to different U-Pb dates). All data used to construct these plots are contained in Table S3-S4.

**Figure 8.** Rutile U-Pb and trace-element results (LASS) arranged from the most mafic (a) to the most felsic (f) lithologies at As Sifah. Zr-in-rutile thermobarometry data (g) are shown for the same samples. Data in panels (a) and (b) that were excluded from the isochron regression are shown with increased transparency. All data used to construct these plots are contained in Table S5.

**Figure 9.** Summary of age results for the samples in this study (with one imprecise rutile U-Pb date omitted from the foliated eclogites). Internal 2σ uncertainties are shown in a thicker line, with systematic
uncertainties shown for zircon U-Pb (2%) and rutile U-Pb (4%) in thinner lines; no additional uncertainty is added to the garnet Sm-Nd dates because the age calculation includes external errors, and mafic rutile U-Pb dates have internal uncertainties that exceed external ones. Each dataset shows a progression from older dates in the metafelsite to younger in the eclogites, while the eclogites show a decrease in rutile U-Pb age precision due to lower U and more significant Pb* loss.

**Figure 10.** Schematic tectonic summary [modified after Agard et al., 2010] of the evolution of As Sifah and the Arabian margin prior to, during, and after continental subduction. Constraints on each evolutionary stage are discussed further in the text.

**Table 1.** Approximate modal mineralogy for the studied samples.

**Table 2.** Sm-Nd data summary from As Sifah lithologies.
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Table 1: Approximate Mineral Modes for Studied Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grt</th>
<th>Cpx</th>
<th>Gln</th>
<th>Ph</th>
<th>Qz</th>
<th>Ep</th>
<th>Rt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CWO237</td>
<td>foliated mafic eclogite</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9125M02</td>
<td>foliated mafic eclogite</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWO21</td>
<td>foliated mafic eclogite</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9125M04</td>
<td>granoblastic mafic eclogite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>tr</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWO23</td>
<td>granoblastic mafic eclogite</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>tr</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131219J02</td>
<td>eclogite-facies metapelite</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2: Sm-Nd Data Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aliquot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sm (ppm)</th>
<th>Nd (ppm)</th>
<th>147Sm/144Nd</th>
<th>2σ (abs)</th>
<th>143Nd/144Nd</th>
<th>2σ (abs)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>εNd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CWO237 (foliated eclogite)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1*</td>
<td>&gt;710 μm garnet</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.513198</td>
<td>0.000040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>355-710 μm garnet</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.513203</td>
<td>0.000036</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>180-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.580</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.514034</td>
<td>0.000033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>180-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.467</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.513958</td>
<td>0.000058</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-B</td>
<td>bombed whole rock</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512819</td>
<td>0.000027</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-S</td>
<td>tabletop whole rock</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512801</td>
<td>0.000028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9125M04 (granoblastic eclogite)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1*</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.115</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.514246</td>
<td>0.000026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.352</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.513727</td>
<td>0.000029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.458</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.513778</td>
<td>0.000030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2.917</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.514050</td>
<td>0.000031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5*</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.688</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.513286</td>
<td>0.000032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.633</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.513319</td>
<td>0.000028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glauc</td>
<td>355-710 μm glaucophane</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512582</td>
<td>0.000027</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-B</td>
<td>bombed whole rock</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.512710</td>
<td>0.000033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-S</td>
<td>tabletop whole rock</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.512718</td>
<td>0.000030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>131219J02 (metafelsite)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3.012</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.513817</td>
<td>0.000034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>3.508</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.514066</td>
<td>0.000031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>90-355 μm garnet</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.974</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.513772</td>
<td>0.000040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-B1</td>
<td>bombed whole rock</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512300</td>
<td>0.000029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-B2</td>
<td>bombed whole rock</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512304</td>
<td>0.000044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-S1</td>
<td>tabletop whole rock</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512301</td>
<td>0.000028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR-S2</td>
<td>tabletop whole rock</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.512301</td>
<td>0.000028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

77.5±2.2 Ma -3.8±0.4

79.0±3.2 Ma -0.3±0.7

80.9±1.3 Ma -6.2±0.3

1 in-run uncertainties only
2 age calculation includes propagated systematic uncertainties on all ratios
calculated with CHUR parameters from Bouvier et al. (2008): $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd} = 0.512630 \pm 0.000011$, $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd} = 0.1960 \pm 0.0004$

uncertainties include error on the calculated date and $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$

*excluded from age calculation
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Fig. 1a
Fig. 1b
white mica $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar (step heating) 
El-Shazly and Lanphere (1992) 
Searle et al. (1994) 
Miller et al. (1999) 
Gray et al. (2004b)

garnet Sm-Nd 
Gray et al. (2004a)

phengite Rb-Sr 
El-Shazly et al. (2001)

zircon U-Pb 
Gray et al. (2004a); Warren et al. (2003; 2005)

rutile U-Pb 
Warren et al. (2005)

zircon fission tracks (<250ºC) 
Saddiqi et al. (2006)

ophiolite + metamorphic sole   (Hacker et al., 1996; Rioux et al., 2012; 2013; 2016; 2021)

age (Ma)

area of Fig. 9
Inset (Fig. 6b)
CWO21 Zircon

corals 80.2±0.7 Ma (n=27, MSWD=1.6)
corals (main pop.) 283.8±0.7 Ma (n=43, MSWD=1.0)

cores (~286 Ma)
core (~1.8 Ga)

REE/CI

CWO21 Zircon
(lower-intercept date = 78.3±0.7 Ma (n=64, MSWD=6.1))

weighted mean date = 77.8±0.3 Ma (n=58/64, MSWD=2.5)

CWO21 Zircon (all data)

131219J02 Zircon

rims = 80.2±0.7 Ma (n=27, MSWD=1.6)
corals (main pop.) = 283.8±0.7 Ma (n=43, MSWD=1.0)

cores (~286 Ma)
core (~1.8 Ga)

REE/CI

CWO21 Zircon (all data)
foliated eclogites (no qtz)

CWO23 Rutile
lower-intercept date = 75.9±2.1 Ma
(n=10, MSWD=1.3)

9125M02 Rutile
lower-intercept date = 75.9±3.8 Ma
(n=5, MSWD=2.6)

foliated eclogite (+qtz)

CWO21 Rutile
lower-intercept date = 80±12 Ma
(n=5, MSWD=2.6)

granoblastic eclogites (+qtz)

9125M04 Rutile
lower-intercept date = 76.9±1.1 Ma
(n=23, MSWD=0.85)

238 U/206 Pb

Zr ppm

Zr-in-rutile weighted mean
24.5±0.6 [±7.2] ppm = 519.6±7.2 [±18.1] °C
(Tomkins et al. 2007 calibration, with P=20±2 kbar, a\textsubscript{SiO}_2=a\textsubscript{ZrSiO}_4=1.00, α-quartz)

each datum is the 2SE of an individual spot measurement
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